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Chapter 1 : 16 Ultra Rare Baby Names Inspired by the Sun, Moon & Stars | CafeMom
Star and Planet Names In a galaxy far, far away (or perhaps not so far), there's a baby name that suits your little star.
Now bring it down to earth and browse our list of star and planet baby.

Stella Considering Star as a Baby Name? The name Star is of Latin origin, and is used mostly in English
speaking countries but also in a few other countries and languages of the world. Search comprehensively and
find the name meaning of Star and its name origin or of any other name in our database. Also note the spelling
and the pronunciation of the name Star and check the initials of the name with your last name to discover how
it looks and sounds. The history and meaning of the name Star is fascinating, learn more about it. If you know
more meanings of the name and you would like to contribute click here to submit another name meaning. Start
to grab every chance for success in your life! If you would like to suggest one or more categories for the name,
click here. We have plenty of different baby name categories to search for special meanings plus popular and
unique names, search our database before choosing but also note that baby name categories designed to help
you and not to be an influential factor when choosing a name. Instead, we recommend that you pay a greater
attention to the origin and meaning of the name Star. Read our baby name articles for useful tips regarding
baby names and naming your baby. If you are thinking of giving your baby the beautiful name Star, spread the
love and share this with your friends. Popularity of the Name Star Below you will find the popularity of the
baby name Star displayed annually, from to the present day in our name popularity chart. Hover over or click
on the dots that represent a year to see how many babies were given the name for that year, for both genders, if
available. The data above is from the Social Security Administrator of United States, more info here from
Social Security card applications for births in US for every name, from up to the present year. The gender
associated with the name might be incorrect, as the data presents the record applications without being edited
for errors. The more babies that are given a name, the higher popularity ranking the name receives. For names
with the same popularity, the tie is solved by assigning popularity rank in alphabetical order. This means that
if two or more names have the same popularity their rankings may differ significantly, as they are set in
alphabetical order. If a name has less than five occurrences, the SSA excludes it from the provided data to
protect privacy. Do your research and choose a name wisely, kindly and selflessly. Our research is continuous
so that we can deliver a high quality service; our lists are reviewed by our name experts regularly but if you
think the information on this page is incorrect or incomplete, please let us know. Use our contact form to
submit your suggestions, or leave your comment below.
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Chapter 2 : Name Star - Meaning, origin etc. - Girl Names - Baby Name Star
Names may be associated with a word, eg. Raven is associated with "dark" but does not mean "dark". S tar baby names
and what they mean, for star, sun, constellation, astronomy, with results.

But perhaps they should look a little bit higher in the sky to find inspiration for their upcoming baby. Take a
look at the list of 50 brilliant baby names inspired by astronomy: Its galaxy was named after a princess in
Greek mythology, and means "ruler of man," so you know your little girl will always be in charge. When the
dogs encountered the beautiful natural light display while traveling through the polar region? That was an
Aurora borealis, so any girl with this moniker will clearly be bright. The name of the third-largest moon in the
universe comes from the nymph love interest for Zeus in Greek mythology. For a cute nickname, go with Calli
or Callis! You could add a twist by spelling it with a K -- Kalypso. Or shorten it to Caly or Callie Kaly or
Kallie. Alternatives could be Cassie or Cass. This comet is in the Jupiter family, and works very well as a
middle name. Lillian Faye or Emma Faye. The only short-period comet that can be clearly visible by the
human naked eye from Earth and can appear twice in the human lifetime. Shorten it to Julie or Jules for a
different spin. This constellation in the eastern sky is also, obviously, part of the zodiac. This harp-like
constellation in the northern hemisphere is named after the lyre in the ancient Green myth of Orpheus. With a
musical name like that, expect a future rock star on your hands. You just might want to think about a better
middle name than "Unit" though. Musician Frank Zappa named his daughter "Moon Unit" and took a lot of
flack for it. An explosion in a white dwarf, which causes a sudden increase in the brightness of a star, and
means "new star. Both Jamie Lee Curtis and Blake Lively have played characters named Ophelia, so your
little one will have plenty of namesakes. A moon of Saturn, named after the first woman on earth in Greek
mythology. If you look past the association with the music website, the name means "all gifted" and is
beautiful. A moon of Saturn who knew?! An adorable middle name for a rising superstar. Alternatively, Stella
makes for a great and very feminine nickname. Can be shortened to Tania. The fifth brightest star in the night
sky, known as the "Harp Star. The second-closest planet to the Sun was named for the Roman goddess of love
and beauty, making it feminine and regal. Venus Williams immediately comes to mind and if the tennis
champion is any indication, any little lady with this moniker has one lovely future. The 12th brightest star in
the sky and the brightest star in the constellation Aquila the Eagle. This is the half-man, half-horse Sagittarius
grouping of stars. The name Archer is strong and powerful. Archie could be a nice alternative or a cute
nickname. The constellation that depicts a ram and is the representation of the Golden Fleece in Greek
mythology. The famous Greek Titan that held up the celestial sphere, and is known as the titan of astronomy
and navigation. Anne Heche made this name popular when she named her son Atlas Heche Tupper in The
brightest star in the constellation Gemini its twin is Pollux and together with his brother, they are known as
"The Great Twins" in Greek mythology. A constellation named after the dove that warned Noah about the
upcoming flood. The entire physical universe: Consider Cosmo for the baby who is "the world" to you. Latin
for "dragon," this constellation was inspired by the dragon that Hercules slayed during his 12 labors. The
famed Italian astronomer who searched the heavens, and was the first to discover the phases of Venus, the
moons of Jupiter named the Galilean moons. A nice one for those looking for something original. This comet
was once known as the largest object in the solar system. The name is mostly associated with Sherlock
Holmes or Katie Holmes, but would make a great first or middle name. Hunter ranked as the 45th most
popular name in , but according to Nameberry, its popularity has been decreasing. A moon of Saturn named
after the two-faced Roman god. But be careful with this one: The largest planet in the Solar System, named
after the main god in Roman mythology the equivalent of the Greek Zeus. The female version, Juno, has
become more popular over the years, but Jupiter has yet to reach the mainstream. We like "Jupe" for a
nickname. This is one of the earliest recognized constellations and contains many bright stars. The fourth
planet from the sun was named after the Roman god of war, and is often referred to as the "Red Planet. The
planet closest to the Sun, named after the Roman god who was the flying messenger to the gods. While
Mercury may be a little strong, consider Merc for a more relaxed nickname for a little dude. A common name
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for the star Gamma Sagittarii, which is located in the constellation Sagittarius, and is located in the spout of
"The Teapot. For a slightly different effect, go for the Aubree-fied thanks, Chelsea Houska! Same meaning
and pronunciation, but a little different on paper. A constellation that is named after the hunter in Greek
mythology. A constellation in the northern sky that is named after the Greek god who defeated Medusa and
saved Andromeda. A small constellation in the southern sky named after the mythical bird of rebirth, and
comes from the Greek name for "crimson. A dwarf planet in the Solar System, named after the god of the
underworld in Greek mythology. And, if you keep an eye on him, neither will you! The brightest star in the
night sky, and means "glowing" or "scorcher" in Ancient Greek. Future star in the making? Related to the sun,
the star at the center of the solar system.
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Chapter 3 : Buy Name A Star Gifts From Our online US Star Registry
Taking a celestial approach to naming your new arrival will give your baby's name a timeless appeal. Here are some
suggestions for names inspired by the solar system and all things cosmic. Baby boy names inspired by the solar system.

Posted by Andrea Howe Looking for a baby name that conjures up images of glamorous gals and handsome,
debonaire fellas? Want a name that is classic, timeless, but also reminiscent of the past, something with a
vintage feel? So if you want an iconic name that sparks of beauty and glamour, consider one of these 30 names
inspired by Old Hollywood. Inspired By Old Hollywood Click through for 30 of my favorite Old Hollywood
baby names, inspired by the actors and actresses that made Hollywood glamorous. If you want a name that
makes you think of a girl with a chic sense of style and an adorable personality, this just might be the name for
you. Ava Ava Gardner was the star of Show Boat, and she was definitely ahead of her time in the name
department. Ava was the 5 most popular name for girls in , and continues to be a popular choice for parents
wanting a stylish, glamorous, yet fun name for their daughter. Charlie Charlie Chaplin was the funny and
quirky star of the classic black and white film, The Tramp, and his name lives on decades later. The name
Charlie has grown in popularity by leaps and bounds over the last several years, and hit the top 50 in the US
last year. Clark From high school dropout to dazzling movie star, Clark Gable went on to star in one of the
most popular and well known films of all time, Gone With The Wind, and in that landed a line that is still one
of the most memorable movie lines of all time. A boy with the name Clark will definitely conjure up images
of strength, good looks and charm. Dean Last names as first names has been a recent popular trend in baby
names, so why not consider the name Dean, after the handsome James Dean? Of Latin origin, it means
presiding official. Meaning consecrated to God, Elizabeth was in the top 10 names for The name Errol is of
Latin origin and means to wander, and has seen a resurgence in popularity in the last 10 years. Of Latin origin,
it means a free man, and hangs on in popularity by continually being in the top most popular baby boy names
year after year. Fred Fred Astaire was the actor who was also brilliantly light on his feet. Gene Gene Kelly
was the actor with the good lucks who could also sing and dance, and is best known for his role in Singing In
The Rain. A form of the name Eugene, it is of Greek origin and means born lucky. Ginger Ginger Rogers was
the beautiful actress who could also sing and dance and is known for her memorable roles in Top Hat and
Shall We Dance. Of Latin origin, the name literally comes directly from the ginger plant, and is a rise on the
name, looking to rank in the top of most popular names for A name of Latin origin meaning grace, it has and
continues to be one of the most popular names in the country, ranking in the top 20 for the past 5 years.
Gregory Of Latin origin, meaning watchman, Gregory is a strong name that continues to be popular in the US.
Greta Greta Garbo was the beautiful actress from Sweden, and her name is of Greek origin, meaning child of
light. A form of the name Margaret, Greta is a popular choice in name all on its own. Jimmy Jimmy Stewart is
the loveable character from movies such as Mr. Meaning God is gracious, it is of Hebrew origin and comes in
the top 50 of most popular boys names for Judy Judy Garland, the young actress with the unforgettable voice,
made famous in The Wizard Of Oz, the name means admired and is of Hebrew origin. The name means pure
and is of Greek origin, and has grown quite dramatically in popularity the last several years, topping in at 64 in
Lauren Lauren Bacall was the stunning brunette from the film The Big Sleep, her name has continued to be a
popular choice for baby girls. Of Latin origin meaning laurel, the name has consistently been in the top names
the last several years. Laurence While no longer as popular of a name as before, the name still sparks of old
Hollywood glamor and style when associate with the famous actor Laurence Olivier. It works for both a boy
or girl name, and is a Gaelic name meaning from the red swamp. Peter Peter is of Greek origin meaning a
rock, and has been a popular name for boys in the past 5 years. Rita A form of the name Margarita, Rita has
seen a sharp insurgence of popularity in the past 5 years. It is also well known from the pretty actress and star
of the film Gilda. Meaning alive, it is of French origin and is a classic and beautifully unique name.
Chapter 4 : Star: Meaning Of Name Star
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Celestial Names: Some heavenly baby name choices - Baby Name Feb 8, I also like more subtle cosmic names like
Michael, Gabriel, Claire (haha that's me) Madonna (I love her music, but actually I like the name .

Chapter 5 : Star, Sun Names for Girls
Whether they're fascinated with the cosmos or want a baby with a dramatic flare, many prospective parents search for
names meaning star for their newborns. Luckily, there are plenty of attractive names that carry the meaning.

Chapter 6 : Behind the Name: Names with "star" in Meaning
Nash: A common name for the star Gamma Sagittarii, which is located in the constellation Sagittarius, and is located in
the spout of "The Teapot." It was most popular in and has since.

Chapter 7 : Names That Mean Star | List of Baby Names Meaning Star
These baby names are truly out of this world.

Chapter 8 : Celebrity Baby Names to Add to Your List | What To Expect
Star Wars superfans have made names like Luke and Leia popular ever since the first Death Star exploded back in And
while you'd be hard pressed to find a person willing to name their kid Jar.

Chapter 9 : Girl Names That Start With K | Baby Names
S tar baby names and what they mean, for star, sun, constellation, with 50 results. These boy names reached the height
of their popularity years ago (ADOPTION OF %) and are now significantly less widespread (ADOPTION %, %), with
names like George becoming somewhat outmoded.
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